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Security  
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Digital Line Guard - PBX Protection  Yes  Yes
Digital Line Guard - Lightning Protection  Yes  Yes
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Set Up, Con�guration, and Troubleshooting   
Call-In-Progress Status Reporting  Yes  No
Firmware Con�gurable Leased-Line Support  Yes  No
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Downloadable Firmware for Easy Upgrades  Yes  Yes
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Product Features and Design   
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Synchronous/Asynchronous Support  Yes  Yes
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 MultiTech Multi  
Modem ZBA -  
MT5634ZBA

  USRobotics
Courier 56K  

Corporate Modem -  
3453

Compare how the USRobotics

Courier 56K Modem stacks

up against the MultiTech Multi Modem

ZBA, and you’ll see that U.S. Robotics

means business. 

The Courier 56K Corporate Modem 

is a true professional. It combines

the communications security,

productivity, and �exibility demanded

by your business with business-

friendly conveniences like external

dip switches, so you won’t have to

“crack the case” to make adjustments.

No other business modem o�ers the

feature-rich performance and reliability

of a Courier 56K Corporate Modem.
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